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by Frank L. Greenagel, PhD
Part 1: Early Colonial Meeting Houses and Churches
This is the first of a four part article on New Jersey’s religious architecture. It will treat the
beginnings through the end of the eighteenth century. Part Two will deal with the early nineteenth
century, part three with the architecture of the middle of that century and the concluding article
will cover what is often called the late-Victorian era. The observations and generalizations are
based on a sample of 1,300 surviving churches, meetinghouses and synagogues erected in the
state before 1900. Although the apparent focus is on architectural styles, the social, cultural,
economic and religious forces that shaped those structures will get equal weight.
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RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND
A basic grasp of the religious make-up of the state is
essential to a realization of the churchscape. Liturgy
shaped the architectural plan and style for Quakers,
Anglicans, and Catholics throughout the period, and the
organizational practices of the Methodist and Baptists
meant that until the middle of the nineteenth century,
their churches were likely to be modest wooden-frame
structures, not much different than a small barn.
Whereas the Presbyterian, Reformed, Lutheran and
Episcopal churches required an educated clergy
preaching to a settled congregation, Bishop Francis
Asbury of the Methodist Church favored a circuit system of small
congregations served by a poorly educated, unmarried and constantly
“on the move” clergy who might have a circuit of 400 square miles and
be expected to preach eight to twelve times a week.1 Baptist practices
were not materially different, although their circuit system was not
nearly as well organized. Quakers eschewed the usual trappings of a
church—no steeples or belfries, no pulpits, stained glass windows or
the high architectural styles that indicated worldliness; Methodist
initially built small, partly because of financial constraints, but also
because their Discipline insisted on simplicity.2 The other dissenting
churches (that is, anything not Church of England) were free to build
in whatever manner they chose, and so several of the finest mideighteenth-century churches were erected by Presbyterian, Reformed,
and Lutheran congregations. But that is getting a little ahead of our
story.
It is often said that immigrants bring their churches with them. That
is perhaps literally true, but misleading. Most of the early settlers had
no religion,3 or only the barest connection to one, perhaps because they
recalled a parent who once considered himself “Church of England.”
Most scholars agree that only 7–12% of the early settlers in the colony
had any affiliation with a church. Those that did usually built a simple
log or frame structure, available to any visiting (non-Catholic) preacher,
within a few years of initial settlement. Although no houses of worship
from the seventeenth century have survived, there are pretty good
descriptions of several of them,4 and a fine reconstruction of an Early
Dutch Reformed meetinghouse in Johnson Park (near New Brunswick).
(see Figure 3) A few are described as hexagonal or octagonal, much
like sixteenth-century Protestant meetinghouses that can be seen in
early Dutch paintings.5
Architectural historian Hugh Morrison noted that “with the
abandonment of the altar [except in Anglican and Catholic churches],
the side pulpit became the focus of the service, benches were arranged
facing it, and the main entrance door in back of them opened in the
middle of the long side.”6 That Dutch plan eventually was displaced by
the English model with an entrance on the short (gable) end, the pulpit
opposite, large windows, fixed pews and interior galleries.
The early settlers in Hudson and Bergen counties were mostly Dutch,

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3: The reconstruction of the Dutch Reformed
church at Three Mile Run (near New Brunswick) was
based on a written description of its appearance. It is
located in Johnson Park.
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of course, followed by the English, many of whom were second- or
third-generation descendants of New England and Long Island settlers.
English, Irish and Welsh Quakers dominated the early (1660s)
settlements along the Delaware. Scotch-Irish immigrants towards the
end of the seventeenth century flooded into Monmouth County, as did
the Germans in West Jersey. Although there was more ethnic and
religious diversity in this colony than in most others, the early
settlements were, to quite an extent, ethnic enclaves, and that shows up
in the religious concentrations that can still be seen even today—
Bergen, Essex, Monmouth and Somerset have a substantial number of
Dutch Reformed congregations—but they are totally absent south of
Trenton, where Dutch families rarely settled. Strong Presbyterian
congregations grew up where the Scotch-Irish settled, and where the
initial Puritan settlements from New England (Newark, Woodbridge,
Elizabeth) soon switched allegiance to the similar creed of the
Presbyterian faith. Crown officials, concerned that the dissenting sects
would overwhelm the Anglican Church, assisted the newly-formed
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (SPG) to
support Anglican churches in all the major towns and county seats; but
for that, we would probably not see as much geographical dispersal of
Anglican churches. St. Mary’s (Anglican), the oldest surviving church in
the state (built in 1702), was supported by the SPG; it stands in a muchaltered condition in Burlington. It exhibits several Georgian
characteristics today, following more than one extensive restoration, but
we cannot be certain of its original configuration. (see Figure 3)
Historians make much of the Great Awakening—a carefullyorchestrated religious revival in the 1740s. George Whitefield is the
leading figure, and he preached to large audiences multiple times in
New Jersey during his several tours. Those revivals probably added to
membership rolls in the Presbyterian and Reformed churches that
sponsored them, but formation of new congregations was minimal in
this colony, and it certainly had no immediate impact on church
architecture. In addition to liturgical considerations, ethnic traditions (to
some extent), regional building practices, the availability of materials,
and the density of settlement shaped the early churches. By the end of
the eighteenth century, it appears that several denominations had clear
ideas of what a proper church should look like.

FIGURE 3: When Burlington was the capitol of West
Jersey, the Church of England built St. Mary's church
in 1702. There have been several renovations and
restorations, so this is probably not particularly close
to its original appearance.

FIGURE 4: In 1767 a Presbyterian congregation in
Salem County built this fine brick meetinghouse in a
plain Georgian manner. It has two entrances on the
long side, which was not uncommon prior to
independence.

GEORGIAN
The Pittsgrove Presbyterian church in Daretown (Salem) is a wellpreserved example of a Georgian meetinghouse. Constructed of brick
in 1767, this small two-story building exhibits the symmetry, paneled
door, shutters, Flemish-bond masonry, and flat-arch windows of an
English townhouse. Whitefield preached here several times. The church
is listed on the National Register and one may examine measured
drawings of it at the HABS website.7 (see Figure 4)
The First Presbyterian church in Bridgeton (Cumberland) was built
between 1792 and 1795, although the interior walls were not plastered
until later. It is an imposing two-story brick building with entrances on
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three sides. There is a large Palladian window, elaborate entablature
over the entrances, and compass windows. The gallery extends along
three sides and the pulpit is raised high on a platform. The aisles are
paved with brick and there are box pews. This church is listed on the
National Register and there are extensive measured drawings by HABS.8
(see Figure 5)
Twenty-three of the 58 surviving churches and meetinghouses erected
before 1800 are Quaker. We should not read too much into that figure —
Friends dominated the early settlements in West Jersey, but by the end
of the eighteenth century their energy had exhausted itself and there
was little subsequent building. Few were renovated or replaced, and
most hung on, often unused for decades. There are exceptional
meetinghouses in Woodbury (1715), Bordentown (1740), Hancock’s
Bridge (1756), Barnegat (1767), Evesham (1771), Greenwich (1771),
Salem (1772), Burlington (1784), and Mickleton (1799), most of which FIGURE 5: Cumberland was still part of Salem
are listed on the National Register. My favorite is the large meetinghouse County when a Presbyterian congregation in
erected a fine Georgian church with an
in Crosswicks (Burlington), erected in 1773. It was based on a Friends’ Bridgeton
entrance centered on each of three sides.
meetinghouse in Buckingham, Pennsylvania. There are
the obligatory separate entrances for men and women,
pent roofs over the entrances, and shutters on the
windows. Like most of the Salem-GloucesterCumberland meetinghouses, it exhibits the Georgianbased symmetry on the front and side elevations. (see
Figure 6)
Presbyterian and Anglican congregations far
outstripped the Friends in number of congregations by
1800, but most of their early churches were replaced
with later buildings. Most were rather simple FIGURE 6: The large Quaker meetinghouse in Crosswicks (near Trenton) was
based on a similar Friends building in Bucks County, Pennsylvania
meetinghouses—a frame or perhaps stone gable-fronted
building of modest size. Most would have had a gallery
to bring as many people as close to the minister as possible, separate
entrances for men and women, and a few might have sported a belfry
or small steeple. Even the Presbyterian and Anglican churches would
have had few architectural refinements—perhaps a Georgian
entablature surrounding the door, shutters, and (rarely) a pair of
quarter-round windows in the pediment.
VERNACULAR BUILDINGS
The Old Yellow Baptist Meetinghouse in Upper Freehold Township
(Monmouth) was erected in 1739 and has recently been restored. It is
a two-story frame building with clapboard siding which was enlarged
by the addition of a bay sometime later; the two entrances, with their
pent roofs, were originally on the long side, but were moved to the
gable end. Other than the shutters and the small braces supporting the
pent roofs (which may not be original) there are no stylish architectural
elements to be found. (see Figure 7)
Twelve years after Old Yellow was erected, Baptists in Mount Bethel
(Somerset) erected a small two story-frame building with clapboard
siding, also with separate entrances for men and women on the long

FIGURE 7: Baptists erected a two-story wooden-frame
meetinghouse near Cream Ridge in 1739. It is in
remarkable condition.
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side of the building. It, too, lacks any of the architectural elements
we use to classify a building’s style. It is about the size of a house
or one-room school, and was certainly built by the men of the
congregation. (see Figure 8)
The old stone Presbyterian church in Fairfield (Cumberland),
erected in 1780 is larger than the Presbyterian church only a few
miles away in Bridgeton, but it is a much less elaborate building.
Like that predecessor, it is a symmetrical building with an interior
gallery, a strong pediment and the water table characteristic of
brick and stone buildings of the period, but there is no special FIGURE 8: Well to the north of Monmouth County, another
Baptist congregation put up a smaller frame meetinghouse near
treatment to the windows or entrances, so we should hesitate Warren Township in Somerset County in 1751. Like all of the
before classifying it as clearly within the Georgian style. The previous pictured churches, it sits amidst a large burial ground
with many markers from the eighteenth century.
rubble masonry may have been originally covered with stucco,
as that was a means of protecting the mortar. (see Figure 9)
Located at a crossroads named Tuckahoe (Atlantic), the Head of River
Methodist Episcopal church is a two-story frame building with
clapboard siding, erected in 1792. It has a steeply-pitched roof and an
interior chimney, and looks much like a farmhouse. The entrance is on
the long side, facing the pulpit, and there is a gallery, but no belfry or
steeple. It is one of the few early Methodist churchesthat have not been
clad in aluminum. (see Figure 10)
The justly-renowned Old Tennant Presbyterian church near the
Monmouth battlefield is an interesting mix—a large meetinghouse with
three entrances on the long side facing the pulpit and several Georgian
FIGURE 9 Just south of Bridgeton in Cumberland
elements. It was erected in 1751 and the barn-like framing has seen no County, early Presbyterians built a large stone
later modification. Except for the cupola set off to one side, the front meetinghouse in Fairfield in 1780. It lacks most of the
Georgian elements that we note in the Bridgeton
elevation is a symmetrical, cedar-shingled Georgian-style façade, with meetinghouse.
compass windows and shutters. The pulpit and sounding board are
raised high above the box pews, and the woodwork is stylish but not
ostentatiously elaborate. (see Figure 11, next page)
Churches in East Jersey would have drawn their inspiration from New
York or New England, and the West Jersey churches from Philadelphia.
To overgeneralize a bit, the East Jersey churches are basically derived
from the Wren-Gibbs plan, but a few are simply larger meetinghouses
with a tower and belfry or steeple and better door and window
surrounds. West Jersey churches and meetinghouses stayed within the
Georgian idiom until the rise of the Greek Revival style many years
later.
FIGURE 10 This photo from a 1907 postcard pictures
WREN-GIBBS
English architect Christopher Wren designed several score churches in
London after the city was destroyed by fire in 1666, a few of which
became models for American churches in the eighteenth century. James
Gibbs, a later English architect who followed Wren’s basic principles,
was actually more influential in this country because of his Book of
Architecture, published in 1728. A Wren-Gibbs church, such as TrinitySt. Phillips in Newark, (see Figure 12, next page) is fundamentally a
shallow symmetrical basilica (the churches are rectangular but not
much longer than their width), with a classical portico at the front and

the Head of River Methodist church in Atlantic County,
erected in 1792.
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a steeply-rising tower and spire placed back on the roof. Interior
galleries are common; originally, the windows were of clear glass. The
emphasis was on light and acoustics in the interior, befitting
congregations that wanted to see and hear the minister. A multi-tiered
tower, which in the American idiom often projects from the nave,
consists of several stages (belfry, lantern, clock and spire), and is a
defining characteristic of Wren-Gibbs designs. Boston’s Old North
church (1723) was probably modeled on Wren’s St. James Picadilly in
London, and it may have been the model for several of the Presbyterian
churches in Essex County. Wren made up his own variation of the
Georgian style, sometimes called Wren-Baroque,9 and so we should
expect to see a variety of elements—neoclassical, Georgian, Palladian,
all interpreted and adapted to Colonial materials and construction
practices.
The First Presbyterian church in Elizabeth, built in 1789, is one of the
better examples. (see Figure 13) The symmetry, of course, is obvious,
but notice also the many architectural embellishments—the oculus and
half-round windows in the tower and pediment, respectively, the stone
quoins set in the brickwork, and the classical entablature over the three
entrances. Although superficially like the First Presbyterian church in
Newark (1791), this is more nearly within the Georgian tradition,
whereas the Newark church, it seems to me, borrows more from the
Old North church in Boston, with its considerably-projecting multitiered tower.
The Hackensack Dutch Reformed church, erected in 1781, is a WrenGibbs plan, but it exhibits the early eclecticism that marks even
buildings designed by accomplished architects of the period. It is a large
two-story stone building with three entrances, all with Gothic arch
surrounds. That does not make it a Gothic style—architects and builders
freely copied architectural elements they found in builders’ guides,
without any understanding of historical correctness. The projecting
tower, balustrade and steeple are borrowed from the Georgian, as is the
articulated pediment with dentils in the raking cornice. It is one of the
earliest examples that have survived, although extensively modified.
The basic plan is reproduced in at least a half-dozen other Reformed
churches in Bergen—Paramus, Ridgefield, Bergenfield, Ridgewood, and
Dumont—all erected in the eighteenth century.
Architectural style provides an essential clue to the dating of a church,
but style can be misleading. There are very few eighteenth and early
nineteenth-century churches that have not been modified and
renovated, and it is easy to be misled by modifications to entrances,
towers, and other details. Shrewsbury’s Christ Episcopal church was
designed by Philadelphia architect Robert Smith and erected in 1769.
The projecting tower was added later, and that changes the “style”
considerably even though the plan and dimensions are hardly altered.
Pierson notes that the professional architect played no role in Colonial
America; there was “no patronage in the provincial attitudes and
economic limitations of the frontier. Instead, most colonial buildings
were not designed at all, but were simply built by local craftsmen who

FIGURE 11: On a rise on the edge of Monmouth
Battlefield stands the Old Tennent church, named for
the Presbyterian brothers who preached there in the
eighteenth century.

FIGURE 12: Trinity Church stands at the eastern end
of Military Park in the heart of Newark.

FIGURE 13: Elizabeth's First Presbyterian is one of
the best examples of a fully-realized Georgian church
built in what is basically a Wren-Gibbs plan. It
features a multi-tiered tower projecting slightly from
the gable-fronted nave.
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worked with available materials and skills in the established English
tradition. For specific details they relied on their architectural
handbooks.”10
With few master builders, masons or carpenters, or even general
contractors, most of the churches and meetinghouses were erected by
the men of the congregation. Unlettered settlers would have learned the
liturgical requirements of a church from their preacher, but the details
were based on perhaps rather vague memories of what a church should
look like. Many of early churches in the region are of braced-frame
construction—little different from the way a barn would have been
built. There is a reason for that. Settlers were used to raising a barn, and
with the help of a builder’s guide for ideas and the dimensions of
windows and doors, that basic barn would be made fit for more
ceremonial uses. Designs were conventional, emulating English styles,
which in many cases they learned from the plan books—a cornice from
one, a door or window treatment from another, the wainscot from a
third. These books were critical in the development of American
architecture.11 (see Figure 14)

FIGURE 14

These carpenter’s handbooks were particularly important in
America. Since there were few professional architects, most
buildings in the colonies were designed by owners assisted by
carpenter-builders, who together would lay out the chief elements
of a plan and structure. The handbooks were used less for plans
of buildings or elevations of whole facades than they were for
details, particularly such features as doorways, mantelpieces,
cornices, windows, and cabinetwork.12
One of the few established architects was Robert Smith; he was a
principal in Philadelphia’s Carpenters Company, and in addition to
Princeton’s Nassau Hall, Smith designed three churches in this colony.13
There is a small handful of other architect-contractor-builders whose
names are known. A detailed account of the construction of the
Woodbridge Friends’ meetinghouse provides an example of what work
might be done by the community and what had to be contracted out to
specialists—a list that includes procuring oyster shells to make lime for
the mortar, nail-maker, brick-maker, mason, and finishing carpenter for
the cabinetry.14 Some of the late-century churches certainly would have
required a high level of expertise—the First Presbyterian churches in
Newark and Bloomfield (1798), and Swedesboro’s Trinity Church
(1793), but most of the eighteenth-century houses of worship are simply
scaled-up domestic buildings with little consciousness of architectural
style.
There are a few churches that do not fit neatly into any category, but
exhibit several elements from builders’ guides—the most significant is
the Presbyterian church in Springfield (Union) (see Figure 15). It is
essentially a large braced-frame meetinghouse with a Georgian cupola
and cornice which were taken from William Pain’s book. Even 40 years
later that basic plan was used by two Reformed churches in Somerset

FIGURE 15: Erected in the same year as Old First,
Springfield's Presbyterian church is quite a contrast.
But the wooden-frame design proved very durable as
there are a least a half-dozen others in the state that
are substantially similar.
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County (Hillsborough and Blawenburg) and a Presbyterian church in
New Providence (Union). The Gemeinhaus in Hope (Warren) is a
Moravian church erected in 1781; it owes more to German tradition
than English and is a singularity in the state.
SUMMARY
At the end of the eighteenth century there are at least 8 denominations
represented by surviving churches. There are no longer any
Congregational churches, no Roman Catholic churches, nor Jewish
synagogues. But there are two Moravian churches and the remains of a
union meetinghouse, in addition to the numerous Quaker
meetinghouses. Simple meetinghouse-style churches will continue to be
built throughout the nineteenth century, but no longer of logs—they are
mostly braced-frame buildings built of dimensioned lumber, with an
occasional brick or stone building, still of modest dimensions. West
Jersey churches favor the Georgian style, and the more populous areas
of East Jersey lean to Wren-Gibbs plans. A few came from experienced
architects or master builders, but in most cases, the names of those
craftsmen are unknown.
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